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About This Game

Good or Insane? The choice is yours.
Following the Apocalyptic end to the Postal Dude’s week in Paradise, we follow him and his insane pitbull Champ as they

emigrate to its appropriately named sister city, Catharsis. Unfortunately, due to the Global Economic Meltdown, psychotic left-
wing “Green” extremism and hypocritical Government corruption, it turns out Catharsis isn’t a much better place to live.

What path will you choose when faced with the antics of a hypocritical scheming Mayor? A berserk cartoon mascot with Al
Qaeda ties? A former Vice-President’s cadre of Eco-Zealots? How about Gay Segway “biker” gangs, and a sociopathic cult

leader Uncle with nuclear ambitions? Will you give in to your base instincts and fight fire with gasoline? Or will you rise above
it to become something more, to serve and protect your fellow citizens from the rampant insanity of our modern society?

Key features:

Edgy, satirical Running With Scissors sense of humor

A world of twisted parody inspired by real people, events and philosophies

Large, detailed, interactive environments
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Crazy POSTAL style Vehicle gameplay

NPC’s react to your behavior in a variety of surprising ways

Multiple story paths determined by your behavior

Celebrity characters: Super porn star Ron Jeremy, Village People Cowboy Randy Jones, Internationally hated film
director Uwe Boll and Playboy Playmate Jennifer Walcott

Appearances by other popular Running With Scissors character franchises: Krotchy, Champ and the Postal Babes, who
will fight along side you (or sometimes against you!)

Insane new gameplay including the Helper Monkey, Grenade Cats and the BadgerSaw

Kill Uwe Boll! (or save him!)
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Awesome game! A great example of gameplay over graphics and the story is great too!
The only downside is the UI that takes some getting used to but that shouldn't take too long.
If you like CRPG style games with a turn based battle system and don't care much for graphics then you should check this game
out for sure!!. Great for amount of bars. You can buy 1 super cool skin, 1 cool skin and a meh on, or 3 meh skins, or 1-2 meh
characters.
Unfortuatly there are no more free giveaways from razer like the comments say so yeah.. 2 hours, a bit short but worth it!
puzzles and cute stuff!. I really like this game. It throws away the concept of high detail graphics an common shooter
conventions and hones in on what it claims to be. A fast paced romp through a colourfull world. It could've done a bit more with
the procedural aspect of the game. ( I normally just run through everything to the main arena where the most of the enemies are)
Still the controls are good and the enemies are a plenty.

Well worth the price tag if this sounds remotely like your type of thing.

PS: Steam doesn't seem to register the time you play offline, so I'll just note that I've played about 2 hours of this game at the
time of writing this review.. AuroraRL is truly a interesting game with the concept great going back to an old school like space
adventure. The shame is that the devs have quite on the project, to be honest I think if the devs were to have investors or crowd
funder pay into it then they would be fine but thats just the way the business works. The learning curve at the start is a bit jumpy
but once you got it figured out you are in for alot of fun in a world I haven't seen yet. This is a really good game.I would highly
recommend it.. This is an interesting CYOA novella. In it you play as a ninja, just going through your graduation test, and then
through a number of quests. Now, there are a lot of elements to the story that are interesting, though it ends rather abruptly.

Still, it is decent enough. Though perhaps wait until it is on discount.. Very challenging game - seriously only for experienced
HOG fans. If I could give this game a sideways thumb I would as it can get very repetitive at times from the music to the many
similar hidden object scenes however the inclusion of some extra minigames throughout does make it worth it too. The story
itself is interesting and the achivements are quite challenging on a first playthrough. My biggest gripe would be the resolution of
the graphics which makes the game unnecessarily challenging. At times a 'ring' for example seems more of a blur on the scene
which can lead to some guesswork when finding objects but on the whole the hiding of objects is quite well done.
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Really solid and fun!. I bought this for my 9 year old niece to play. There have been several parts I have had to come and help
her with, but she has been doing it mostly on her own.
Cute visuals, and a simplistic style that makes her think more than most of her games or toys.

Very much recommended for bringing new players into the genre. Graphics 9/10

Graphics for this genre are very satisfying , and unique. Therefore I give it a 9. Not because its the most spectacular I have ever
seen but because for its genre it has substantially more than is required.

Sounds and Music 8/10

The music and sounds on the game are above average for its genre.

Gameplay 9/10

The game has many levels in the adventure mode for you to play.

Fun 9/10

One of the reasons why I do not like ot put this game on my pc is because it is so addicting that I don't want to quit playing once
I start. Hence a 9.

Price/value: You will definitely get your money's worth on this one.

Bugs and Execution: None. Runs flawlessly on windows XP, Vista and windows 7. The only problem I have experienced is that
steam screenshots do not work. You will have to make them manually using the shift+printscreen button and paste to a bitmap
for editing if you wish to make screenshots of your high scores (see my artwork for an example)

Overall : This game is a classic in its genre.. Good game, I enjoyed completing it. Hours of fun played. Recommended!. How do
you play it? In the description there are no instructions or anything.. Do you value your money? If answered yes, DONT BUY
THIS BUGGY PIECE OF♥♥♥♥♥♥. dla kalis de marde. Only done the first 11 levels, but I saved the dodos!
Actually looking forward to saving more, not bad for a game at this price.. 10/10
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